
The Virtual Poetry Group
led by Ian Clark, Thursday 26 March 2020

UPDATED WITH COMMENTS: Sunday 12 April 2020

Present: 
Roger Gould 
Sue Thomason 
Veronica Carolan 
Ian Clark 

Welcome to our Virtual Poetry Group, which in a time of  Covid-19 is compelled to 
take place in cyberspace. 

I was prepared to post all the poems up on our website, but a straw poll of  attendees 
showed most support for a round-robin sent to the group, and to others only at our 
individual discretion. But if  you’d like to volunteer your poem for a posting on the 
website: 

   https://whitbywriters.com/  
…then I’m sure it will help mitigate the wall-to-wall-Ian effect it is tending to project 

right now. 
Roger has brought the cakes again. Thank you, Roger. 
Delicious virtual cakes, 100% non-fattening. 

Let’s have the Poems By Another first… 
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Roger Gould

Moniza Alvi — Presents from my Aunts in Pakistan

They sent me a salwar kameez
peacock-blue,
and another
glistening like an orange split open,
embossed slippers, gold and black
points curling.
Candy-striped glass bangles
snapped, drew blood.
Like at school, fashions changed
in Pakistan –
the salwar bottoms were broad and stiff,
then narrow.
My aunts chose an apple-green sari,
silver-bordered
for my teens.

I tried each satin-silken top –
was alien in the sitting-room.
I could never be as lovely
as those clothes –
I longed
for denim and corduroy.
My costume clung to me
and I was aflame,
I couldn’t rise up out of its fire,
half-English,
unlike Aunt Jamila.

I wanted my parents’ camel-skin lamp –
switching it on in my bedroom,
to consider the cruelty
and the transformation
from camel to shade,
marvel at the colours
like stained glass.

My mother cherished her jewellery –
Indian gold, dangling, filigree,
But it was stolen from our car.
The presents were radiant in my wardrobe.
My aunts requested cardigans
from Marks and Spencers.

My salwar kameez
didn’t impress the schoolfriend
who sat on my bed, asked to see
my weekend clothes.
But often I admired the mirror-work,
tried to glimpse myself
in the miniature
glass circles, recall the story
how the three of us
sailed to England.
Prickly heat had me screaming on the way.
I ended up in a cot
In my English grandmother’s dining-room,
found myself alone,
playing with a tin-boat.

I pictured my birthplace
from fifties’ photographs.
When I was older
there was conflict, a fractured land
throbbing through newsprint.
Sometimes I saw Lahore –
my aunts in shaded rooms,
screened from male visitors,
sorting presents,
wrapping them in tissue.

Or there were beggars, sweeper-girls
and I was there –
of no fixed nationality,
staring through fretwork
at the Shalimar Gardens.
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Sue Thomason

Hilaire Belloc — The Llama
from MORE BEASTS FOR WORSE CHILDREN

The Llama is a woolly sort of fleecy hairy goat,
With an indolent expression and an undulating throat

Like an unsuccessful literary man.

And I know the place he lives in (or at least – I think I do)
It is Ecuador, Brazil or Chili – possibly Peru;

You must find it in the Atlas if you can.

The Llama of the Pampasses you never should confound
(In spite of a deceptive similarity of sound)

With the Lhama who is Lord of Turkestan.

For the former is a beautiful and valuable beast,
But the latter is not lovable or useful in the least;
And the Ruminant is preferable surely to the Priest
Who battens on the woful superstitions of the East,

The Mongol of the Monastery of Shan.

IAN
Heptameters project a jingoistic drumbeat like a peevish governess, which the poet uses for humorous effect. 

Initially I felt the unfashionable racism and cultural superiority hopelessly dated the poem. But it strikes me that 
the poet was well aware of  how much these colonial attitudes stank in the nostrils of  more informed folk. 
They’re all part of  the brassy, pedantic, ignorant image Belloc constructs – and lampoons, as did W S Gilbert, 
Lewis Carroll and Edward Lear. And, in his USA sort of  way, Ogden Nash. Belloc knew perfectly well that 
Mongolia, Shan, Turkestan and Tibet had nothing in common apart from owing nothing to Christianity or 
having any respect for Western values, which justified their misclassification and blanket dismissal by the bigoted. 

Is “woful” a typo, or is it a deliberate solecism by Belloc? It seems to be spelled that way in all the sources I 
can find.  
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Veronica Carolan

Theodore Roethke — Fourth Meditation - Part 1
From Theodore Roethke, Selected Poems (chosen by his widow, Beatrice) – Faber

I was always one for being alone,
Seeking in my own way, eternal purpose;
At the edge of the field waiting for the pure moment;
Standing, silent, on sandy beaches or walking along green embankments;
Knowing the sinuousness of small waters:
As a chip or shell, floating lazily with a slow current,
A drop of the night rain still I me,
A bit of water caught in a wrinkled crevice,
A pool riding and shining with the river,
Sipping up and down in the ripples,
Tilting back the sunlight.

Was it yesterday I stretched out the thin bones of my innocence?
O the songs we hide, singing only to ourselves!
Once I could touch my shadow, and be happy;
In the white kingdoms, I was light as a seed,
Drifting with the blossoms, 
A pensive petal.

But a time comes when the vague life of the mouth no longer suffices;
The dead make more impossible demands from their silence;
The soul stands, lonely in its choice,
Waiting, itself a slow thing,
In the changing body.

The river moves, wrinkled by midges,
A light wind stirs in the pine needles.
The shape of a lark rises from a stone;
But there is no song.
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Ian Clark

Robert Graves — Welsh Incident

'But that was nothing to what things came out
From the sea-caves of Criccieth yonder.'
'What were they? Mermaids? Dragons? 

Ghosts?'
'Nothing at all of any things like that.'
'What were they, then?'
                                 All sorts of queer things,
Things never seen or heard or written about,
Very strange, un-Welsh, utterly peculiar
Things. Oh, solid enough they seemed to 

touch,
Had anyone dared it. Marvellous creation,
All various shapes and sizes, and no sizes,
All new, each perfectly unlike his neighbour,
Though all came moving slowly out together.'
'Describe just one of them.'
                                 'I am unable.'
'What were their colours?'
                                 'Mostly nameless colours,
Colours you'd like to see; but one was puce
Or perhaps more like crimson, but not 

purplish.
Some had no colour.'
                                'Tell me, had they legs?'
'Not a leg or foot among them that I saw.'
'But did these things come out in any order?'
What o'clock was it? What was the day of the 

week?
Who else was present? How was the 

weather?'
'I was coming to that. It was half-past three
On Easter Tuesday last. The sun was shining.

The Harlech Silver Band played Marchog 
Jesu

On thirty-seven shimmering instruments
Collecting for Caernarvon's (Fever) Hospital 

Fund.
The populations of Pwllheli, Criccieth,
Portmadoc, Borth, Tremadoc, 

Penrhyndeudraeth,
Were all assembled. Criccieth's mayor 

addressed them
First in good Welsh and then in fluent English,
Twisting his fingers in his chain of office,
Welcoming the things. They came out on the 

sand,
Not keeping time to the band, moving 

seaward
Silently at a snail's pace. But at last
The most odd, indescribable thing of all
Which hardly one man there could see for 

wonder
Did something recognizably a something.'
'Well, what?'
                                'It made a noise.'
'A frightening noise?'
                                'No, no.'
'A musical noise? A noise of scuffling?'
       'No, but a very loud, respectable noise —
Like groaning to oneself on Sunday morning
In Chapel, close before the second psalm.'
'What did the mayor do?'

'I was coming to that.' 

______________________

VERONICA 
here’s a link to Dylan Thomas reading the Robert Graves. 
 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=L7O20bg7TI8  
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A very nice choice all-round, I think. 

 

Now for our own poems… 
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Roger Gould

Foresight
  “If I’d had the foresight I might have..”
    the ghost on the road never taken
    punctuates our lives with pointless regret.

    The chance presented obliquely
    its motives entirely mistaken
   “If I’d had the foresight I might have..”

    The lust that fuelled love weakly
    leaving heartbroken infants, then
    punctuates our lives with pointless regret.

    Images of  brash opulence bleakly
    recall pragmatic choices when
   “If I’d had the foresight I might have..”

   The anniversary voice saying meekly
   “When did the dream get broken?” 
    Punctuates our lives with pointless regret.

   Only a chess grandmaster uniquely
   is unlikely these words to have spoken
   “If I’d had the foresight I might have..
   Punctuates our lives with pointless regret.”

Roger J Gould 30/5/2016

SUE
My handy guide to WRITING POETRY by John Whitworth says “[Villanelles] look impossibly difficult, but 

they are not, not impossibly.” You have my serious respect for attempting this (as a form), and for making it 
work successfully. I guess the subject matter of  foresight/regret (looking forward, looking backward) nicely 
complements the line-repetition of  the form; the seesawing, rocking repetition shows (the narrator) is actually 
STUCK; unable to move forward, unable to let go of  the past, so form perfectly suits subject matter – VERY 
clever and effective!  

The only thing I find even slightly obtrusive is the sudden appearance of  the chess grandmaster, and I’m not 
totally happy with something about the proximity of  the words “uniquely” and “unlikely” – it starts to read like a 
bit of  a tongue-twister (or brain-twister) at that point. You have to have “uniquely” for the rhyme scheme, so if  
anything gets changed it has to be “unlikely”, but I am unable, off  the cuff, to offer a good alternative… 

IAN
The villanelle form cleverly plays on the theme of  the poem: regret for bygone bad choices. It is a never-

ending game of  Patience played with distressed cards that ceaselessly recur. The phrase "punctuates our lives 
with pointless regret" is a masterful reductio-ad-absurdum: why do we allow the "pointless" to "punctuate" our lives? 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Sue Thomason

Falling
You tried to give me joy;
the joy of an unbound Mind
existing as endless light, 
untrammelled by space or time
but instead of floating
    I fell.

I, the one heavy dark thing,
I, the one finite thing
in the infinite void,
falling forever.

Me, 
the self I couldn’t let go of,
the self I couldn’t get out of 
falling from Heaven,
the one who didn’t belong there
flailing with fear,
screaming in silence,
falling, falling
to my rebirth

into this dear body,
this blessed chair,
this Here and Now.

This is from a group of five poems whose group title is “Five Fears”. I was once set, as a writing exercise, the task of 
noting down five things I was afraid of, and writing about one of them. I always have been frightened of falling; triggers 
are tall buildings, lifts, and planes at cruising altitude, although I am absolutely fine with ladders, rock climbing, and 
planes coming in to land below about 5000 feet. Go figure. The poem is based on a real experience during a guided 
meditation session (run by a Buddhist nun). I ended up writing a poem for each of the other four fears: dementia, 
rejection, driving the car, and embarrassment (the feeling-like-an-idiot sort).

IAN
I had an epiphany when reading Sue's poem – the revelation of  a fifth Noble Truth perhaps? – “Bad 

Buddhists make good poets.” This is to risk flippancy about a poem that impressed me mightily: if  they ever put 
out an addendum to the Dhammapada (a Pali text that explains how bad deeds leads to rebirth), this poem 
deserves a place in it. I’d love to read the other 4 poems Sue mentions. 

There is something Theravadist – indeed Zen-like – about the paradox of  falling out of  the threshold of  
Nirvana into the Here and Now. I’m reminded of  Kung Fu Panda’s “secret ingredient” in the soup. The “secret” 
is: there is no secret ingredient! 
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VERONICA
I liked the Hilaire Belloc.  
Falling is of  a different order altogether.  Really powerful and disturbing.  The line "the one who didn't 

belong there" brought to mind a line from one of  my early poems "well heaven shines with too much light".  
This was written when I was going through a very rocky and lonely patch.  Here's the whole poem, for what it's 
worth. Very different from your experience. [EDITOR: the poem in question is included in next fortnight’s mss: 
VPG_9_Apr_2020.pdf]  Back to yours...I love the last three lines.  They are so affirmative and redemptive. 
Thank you. 

ROGER
 I love the second stanza. Somehow the heaviness and helplessness comes over. I think you manage the 

different emotions very well, especially in the relief  of  the last stanza. 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Veronica Carolan

The Gift
I held, palm uppermost, a pebble bare;
A pebble, smooth and lustrous, small and round.
And as I gazed at its perfection, there,
in contemplation’s eyes so offered, found
a gift in substitute for your own eyes.
Grey-flecked it was, on ground of dusky green,
a daughter of the sea.  At my surmise
it seemed to glisten, having kept its sheen
before it dried – to offer up to me
all beauty of creation, all its grace.
And then, with sacramental quiddity,
Your hiddenness revealed in time too short.
And I could picture you, in that small space
Brought there to me, made present in love’s thought.

Quiddity: The inherent nature or essence of someone or something; a distinctive feature, a peculiarity.

SUE
What I get from this poem is first, a strong sense of  (the narrator’s) unexpected delight in this beautiful but 

commonplace object; this is lovely. I also get that the pebble looks like an eye, and reminds (the narrator) of  an 
absent beloved person – I’m assuming a beloved female person, because the pebble is “a daughter of  the 
sea” (lovely image!). However, I also take away a sense of  struggle – that you have had to wrestle with the 
content in order to subdue it into the form, and I feel that the content didn’t give in easily! I don’t know which I 
find harder; writing free verse, or using formal structures like this sonnet, where one is STUCK with the metre 
and rhyme-scheme. I often have a real fight to shoehorn what I actually want to say into the structure. 

Thank you for sharing. At the moment it is a lovely reminder of  walking on the beach and picking up 
pebbles, and I remember that although I can’t *physically* go to the beach right now, I can wander there for as 
long as I want in my memory – another thing the poem is saying to me is that important relationships can be 
maintained without both parties being physically present right there-and-then). So it’s a very positive and joyful 
read during a difficult time. 

IAN
I loved the stately formality of  this sonnet. Especially as its expressiveness is so unforced. 
There's a sentiment among poetry lovers that free verse, or at least a relaxation of  formality and style, allows 

the poet's true thoughts to come gushing forth. This is what's taught in schools as creative writing: the child must 
be permitted to express him-/herself  unfettered by considerations of  correct spelling, rhyme or scansion. But 
nobody has ever said (…at least not in my hearing) that a diamond was more beautiful in its rough state than it 
became when deftly cut to show off  its highlights. And that holds true for Veronica's pebble. 

ROGER
I think ‘at my surmise’ is wonderful, and the love you feel for the giver suffuses the whole piece. 
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Ian Clark

The dog-wide web
A shaggy dog –
a shaggy, waggy, baggy doggy –
fixes me with an enquiring eye.
Are you going to throw that stick?
Any of that chocolate bar for me?

But I'm keeping myself to myself
which means that everything of mine he sees
is going to stay that way.
I reply in my mind but I know he is reading it.
Though I doubt he cons everything he sees.

Then he hits the reply button…
You humans don't conspicuously converse –
I've never seen you nose each others' bums.
Yet all at once you congregate in numbers
Or just as suddenly go off to your kennels.

Is it the weather? Something in the wind?
Or is it all that ziggy-ziggy noise
they squirt down the wires to your computer?
Switch off. Don't pay it any more attention.
It isn't doing you the slightest good.

He goes off at his master's call
by a roundabout route, past every kiosk corner
and in the casual way I nose through my email
he browses the do-dos and dried stains –
the real things in life.

SUE
I enjoyed this! A great compare-and-contrast between human-to-human communication and dog-to-dog 

communication, but referencing interspecies communication as well – it is amazing that humans and dogs can 
communicate so well with each other. I am of  the opinion that humans and dogs co-evolved and co-
domesticated each other, and that dogs helped us to become who we now are. And it’s a meditation on the 
inherent value of  dogs, not just “for us”, but in themselves. I’m seeing a lot of  people out walking with a dog at 
the moment – the dog is the justification for going out, a companion, a protector – and I am minded to be very 
grateful for dogs right now. 
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VERONICA
I loved your shaggy dog poem, Ian. Beautifully observed.  I may come to the point where I envy the dog its 

freedom to nose round the things. There are still intangibles that we try to pin down! 

ROGER
Clever title. The dog/man dialogue is a great idea. I like the dog’s puzzlement at our behaviour and the 

nonchalant obedience, enjoying the things that are his priorities and a comment on ours.
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